This paper develops a three-stage procedure for validating the use of the Schruben-Margolln correlation Induction strategy together with the follow-up analysis of Nozarl, Arnold, and Pegden In a simulation experiment designed to estimate a general linear model for the simulation response. Each stage of the procedure tests a key assumption about the behavior of the response across all points In the design. The first stage tests for multivariate normality, the second stage tests for the Induced covariance structure postulated by Schruben and :Vfargolln, and the third stage tests for the adequacy of the proposed linear model. Because the test In each stage presupposes the properties tested In previous stages, these cllagnostlc checks on the experimental design and analysis must be performed In the Indicated order. To analyze the properties of this assignment rule, Schruben ancl Margolin made the following assumptions:
INTRODCCTION
The Schruben·Margolln correlation Induction strategy [1] for the design of simulation experiments utilizes the variance reduction teehnlques of eommon random numbe1·s and antithetic variates In a scheme based on the concept of blocking. Thl~i strategy has been shown to satisfY a variety of optimality criteria for a broad class of experimental designs [2) . Consider the situation In which each simulation run yields a univariate response, y. To analyze the properties of this assignment rule, Schruben ancl Margolin made the following assumptions: (1.5)
THE VALIDATION PROCEDURE
In order to validate the use of the Schruben-Margolln correlation Induction strategy and the follow-up analysis of Nozarl, Arnold and Pegden, a preliminary (or pilot) experiment should be performed so that the following diagnostic checks can be made: [6, 7] and Royston [8] led us to adopt the former procedure as described below.
In terms of the sample statistics we Identify the observation ytE{Yi which 1=1, 2, ... , r} for Nozarl, Arnold, and Pegden [3] note that, since the transformation from y to y* Is Invertible and does not Involve any unknown parameters, any hypothesis-testing procedure based on y* which Is optimal among procedures based on y* Is also optimal among hypothesis-testing procedures based on y.
Under the null. hypotheses (2.1) and (2.2), It can be shown (3] 
3.EXAMPLE
Consider the job shop example given by Nozarl, Arnold, and Pegden [3] consisting of eight design points and ten replications. The (8x8) design matrix Is: thus we conclude that the assumptions regarding the 1 nduced covariance structure are not satisfied. Before further analysis can be performed, an appropriate variance-stabilizing transformation [4] should be applied to the original data.
CONCLUSIONS
The validation procedure developed In this paper provides practitioners with standard statistical measures or the extent to which a proposed simulation experiment Is amenable to the application of the Schruben-Margol!n correlation lnd.uctlon strategy together with the follow-up analysis of Noz:1rl, Arnold and Pegden. Failure of any of the proposed diagnostic checks may Indicate the need for an appropriate eorrect!ve action before further development of the experimental design.
